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Initial view after program start
Simple and intuitive 
GUI allows to:

1) Create a new 
project

2) Set monitoring 
parameters

3) Open an existing 
project

4) Start and stop 
receiving GOOSE 
messages.

5) Open the parser 
window.

6) Select a network 
adapter to be 
used



New project
To create a new 
project click     
New project icon 
and choose the 
destination folder 
for the project.

To open an existing 
project, select the 
Folder icon and 
pick the project 
directory.



Connection view
Connection view is already 
available in offline mode, in 
which for a given SCD file the 
program creates a connection 
diagram of GOOSE data 
transfers between the devices. 
The view provides an ability to 
navigate to the selected IED, to 
transmitted source data as well 
as to network inputs receiving 
data.

Black– correct transmission (outputs and inputs in green)

Magenta – old data (outputs and inputs too)

Orange – corrupted frame (outputs and inputs too)

Grey – no transmission (outputs and inputs too)

Blue – selected connection (marking for any above case)

In online mode ,depending on 
the status of the transmission, 
the connection line can be 
marked with color:



Navigation in Connection view
In case of a large GOOSE connection diagram that does not fit into 
the screen, it is possible to navigate to individual devices. From each 
GOOSE connection in the view, it is possible to move to the selected 
device, to the source data sent in GOOSE frames, and to the 
destination device to which the data are sent.



Current status
The Current status 
window allows to view 
the list of data 
transmitted in GOOSE 
frames even in offline 
mode.

In online mode this list 
also provides the 
current communication 
status, recent data 
values   and time stamps.



GOOSE connection list
Choosing Connection list from Data menu allows to view and 
export the GOOSE connection list to a text file. The connection list 
can be filtered by selecting the sending device and/or the receiving 
device. 
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GOOSE communication 
monitoring settings

Easy-to-use 
configuration function 
that prepares the 
program for monitoring 
GOOSE communication 
and interpreting 
captured information 
as events and alarms.

In the Alarm 
condition column we 
can specify the 
conditions of alarm 
occurrence.



The condition of receiving
data from GOOSE frames

The program can show data from only these GOOSE frames that 
are routed to the computer’s port of the switch in the system with 
IEC 61850 communication.

In a complex system, the switch configuration may intentionally 
filter the distribution of frames according to VLAN IDs, so that 
intensive GOOSE communication does not flood these network 
segments that are not destination for some of the transmitted
messages. Thus, in a complex network there may even not exist
such a port in any of the switches for which it would be possible to 
capture all transmitted GOOSE frames.
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Event list
In Event list view it is 
possible to monitor the 
list of events and 
related data values   in 
real time.

This list is sorted by 
time.



Alarm list

The Alarm list view 
presents these transmitted 
GOOSE data that have met 
the alarm condition specified 
in the monitoring settings. 
The alarm condition appears 
as active and can switch to 
inactive due to a change in 
the transmitted data value. 
The user can confirm both 
an active alarm and an 
inactive alarm.

The background for each 
item in the list informs about 
the alarm status and its 
acknowledgment.



Sender Status
The Sender Status window allows to 
trace individual transmissions from the 
selected GOOSE Control Block. 

The columns show: IED name, 
message type(routable /non-
routable), MAC source address, 
destination MAC address, IP (for 
routable GOOSE messages), APPID 
, GOOSE ID (GoID), GCB reference 
address, message counter, bit state 
for  TEST/SIMULATION and 
NDSCOM and Receive status.

Depending on the status, a given 
transmission may be marked with the 
following background color: – correct transmission

Magenta – old data

Maroon – frame corrupted

Red – strong address conflict (same MAC/IP, APPID, ConRev, GOID)

- address conflict (same MAC/IP, APPID, ConfRev)

Grey– no data/no transmission



Parser

After invoking the 
Parser window 
(dedicated icon), it is 
possible to track 
captured GOOSE 
frames.
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